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In this thesis, we study the transverse displacement of a multi-layered beam. The
beam is made up of three layers. The middle layer has hysteresis while the outer layers are
elastic.
The equation governing the transverse motion of the beam is simplified, and a
of the original equation is analyzed. In
of the model equation using splines.
model equation that retains the essential features
addition, we provide a method ofapproximation
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1. The beam under study 1
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In this thesis, we give an analysis ofan equation that governs the transverse
displacement of a multi-layered beam. The beam is made up of three layers. The middle
layer has hysteresis while the outer layers are elastic. The middle layer has thickness h
and the outer layers each have thickness A and are symmetrically bonded onto the middle
layer. The outer layers each have length \ while the middle layer has length X,, < X,.
The centers of the various layers lie on the same vertical line.
A
h




Figure 2. Transverse displacement of the beam about the neutral line.




-J+ s,y)ds = f.
wherep is the linear mass density of the beam, yffj are material constants
involving Young's modulus and Poisson ratio of the layer materials involved, h is the
width, and
r(y)J'’' [0, otherwise
The neutral line in this problem is simply the horizontal line that divides the beam into two
halves. The width b is considered to be negligible compared to the length. The kernel g
3
in (1.1) accounts for the hysteresis of the middle layer. We assume boundary conditions in
the form
w(0) = M'(^) = 0
w"(0) = w"(k) = 0.
Let












In this chapter, we present a simplified version of the governing equation presented
in Chapter 1. The simplified equations are the ones that we study in this thesis. These
equations are sufficient to give us a reasonable insight into the dynamics of the beam.
A Model with Infinite Memory




g{s) = '^<Tie>“\ //. >0.








where r = / + s and e e ~^‘^e .
Let
z = ^C7^e ^dlw{T,y)dT.
Then,
—00
Thus, in the case
r = 00
g{s) = Y,<^ie'^“, //, >0
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the governing equation is rewritten as
(2.2) phb^T- + b " f^ 1 j) = /•
Let
z, = e Jc'],w(T,y)dr.
Then,
= -p^z^ +
Je d\-w{x,y')dx + ^yw{t,y')
-CO
We have the following boundary conditions for z,:
z,(/,0) = e '''' Je = 0, since d^yW{T(S)dT = 0
t
Zj (/, X) = e Je X)Jr = 0, since = 0.
7
Thus, the simplified version ofour governing equation (1.1) is
^7, =--Ji^z,+dlw(t,y)
with the following boundary conditions:
w(0) = w(X) = 0
w"{0) = w"(X) = 0
r,(0) = z,(X) = 0.
CHAPTER 3
MODEL EQUATIONS
In this chapter, based on our simplified model, we formulate model equations that
we wish to study. Based on our simplified equation (2.3), we proceed to study the system
(3.1)
d^w
+ D^c^yW - D^z = f,
—+ /zz-^w = 0.dt ^
The boundary conditions that we take for (3.1) are
w(0) = M'(;r) = w"(0) = w"(;r) = 0
z(o) = z(;r) = 0.
Analysis of the Model Equation






We assume the forcing term is given by
n=I
From (3.1), we have
(3.2) 2 [w;(r) + (/) - D^z„ (r)] sin(«>;) = /„ (/) sin(w>;)
«=1 n=l
00
Z (0 + (0 + (0] sinW = 0.
n=l
Hence, we have the following equations:
<{t) + (/) - D^z„ (/) = f„ (r)
<W + ^^«W + "X(0 = O-












We can rewrite (3.3) as
dt
n





Eigenvalues of the System (3.4)
In this section, we show that the matrix in (3.4) have eigenvalues with real
negative parts for all w > 1 using Routh-Hurwitz Theorem. The theorem states that
all the roots of the polynomial + a^z + have negative real parts if the










>0, i.e.. aj > 0. ^














0 X+Ji -n^ X + Ju
= A //A ^+D^n*X + D^n*/i -w^Dj.
According to the theorem ofRouth-Hurwitz, the real parts of the eigenvalues of A are
negative iff
1. a, = 7/ > 0
2. a,a2 -a^= -D^n*Ji + n^D^ =n^D^> 0
3. = D^n*Ji-n^D2>0.
We ensure these conditions by using appropriate choices of D^ and .
We show some actual eigenvectors and the corresponding eigenvalues for:
Di= 1)2= « = 10 and Ji ranging from 0.1 to 0.5.
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Table 1

















































































'-3.1623 X 10"^ +4.95 x 10-^^







We now setD, =A = value for n remains the same. We observe the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues as // ranges from 0.1 to 0.5.
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Table 6

















The actual eigenvectors and eigenvalues of A with // = 0.2.
Eigenvectors Eigenvalues
^


















The actual eigenvectors and eigenvalues of A with Ji = 0.3.
Eigenvectors Eigenvalues
^














The actual eigenvectors and eigenvalues of A with Ji = 0.4.
Eigenvectors Eigenvalues
^
















The actual eigenvectors and eigenvalues of A with ^ = 0.5.
Eigenvectors Eigenvalues
'















We now look at a general case for n when Z), = £>2 = //=!•
Table 11
The actual eigenvectors and eigenvalues of A in general.
Eigenvectors Eigenvalues
( „4 , _2, ^ >
n^-l
\ J









/?2 wherep 2 is ® I’oot of






p 3 wherep 3 is a root of
z^ +z^ +«'‘z-«^ = 0
Using the above eigenvectors, we calculate the eigenvalues for certain values of n. This
is done to illustrate that the real part of the eigenvalues are negative.
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Table 12
The actual eigenvalues of A for « = 2,3, and 4.
n Px Pi Pi
2 -0.76 -0.115 + 3.98/ -0.115-3.98/
3 -0.88 -0.02 + 8.99/ -0.02-8.99/
4 -0.94 -0.03 + 15.99/ -0.03-15.99/
The general form of the solution of the model equation is
(3.5)
n=\
+ e~AB^s\xi—t + 5, cos
\ ^ Jj
where p ,(w), p ^{n), p 3(n) are the roots of the polynomial.
+z^ +«‘*z + «'‘ -n^.
We notice that ^ 0 as / ^ qo. The purpose ofverifying that the
eigenvalues have negative real parts is to show that the transverse displacement vanishes
exponentially fast as / -> oo. This is due to the kernel ^, i.e., hysteresis in the middle
layer of the beam.
CHAPTER 4
APPROXIMATION PROCEDURES
In this chapter, we present a brief discussion of spline functions.
Linear Splines
A spline function is a function consisting of polynomial pieces joined together
with certain smoothness conditions. A simple example is the polygonal function, (or
spline of degree 1), whose pieces are linear polynomials joined together to achieve
continuity.
■^5
The points , ^3at which the function changes its character are termed knots
in the theory of splines. Thus, the spline function shown has eight knots. Such a
function is somewhat complicated to define in explicit terms. We are forced to write
XG[t„t,]
X g[^2,U] where (x) -a.x + b^
since each piece of 5'(x) is a linear polynomial. Such a function 5'(x) is piecewise
linear. If the knots were given and if the coefficients
a„_j,b„_^ were all known, the evaluation of 5'(x) at a specific x
would proceed by first determining the interval containing jc and then using the
appropriate linear function for that interval.
If the function S defined by the equation is continuous, we call it a spline of degree
one. It is characterized by the following properties:
25
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1. The domain of S is an interval [a,Z)]
2. S is continuous on [«,6]
3. There is a partitioning of the interval a = <1^ <t^ =b such that
5" is a linear polynomial on each subinterval [/,, ]
Outside the interval , S[x) is usually defined to be the same function on the left
of a as it is on the leftmost subinterval [/;, ^2] the same on the right of b as it is
on the rightmost subinterval [^„_j, ; namely, 5'(jc) = (x) when x <aand
5'(x) = 5'„_,(x) when x>b. (Cheney 1985, 258)
Cubic Splines
When the data set is not small, interpolation of the entire data set by a single
polynomial of large degree often produces large oscillations in the polynomials which,
quite likely, do not represent the data well. One then tries to subdivide the
interpolation interval in sub-intervals, and to interpolate smaller sub-sets of data within
each interval. The simplest example of this procedure involves joining successive
points with a straight line. This would correspond to sub-dividing the entire interval in
sub-sets of two points and using a polynomial of degree one within each sub-interval.
This procedure may be useful in some cases, but it produces spurious discontinuities of
the first derivative at the node points. To remedy this problem, it is customary to use
a higher degree polynomial and to demand that a certain number of derivatives be
continuous at the node points.
The most common piece-wise polynomial approximation uses cubic polynomials
between each successive pair of nodes, and it is called “cubic spline interpolation”.
This allows not only to interpolate the points, but to demand that certain number of
derivatives be continuous. Note that demanding this condition on the derivatives does
not mean that the derivatives of the spline coincide with the derivatives of the original
function.
Let a = Xg < X| < X2 <•••< x„ =b be the nodes defining the consecutive sub¬
intervals between a and b. A cubic spline interpolation iS'(x) satisfies:
1. S{x) is a cubic polynomial in [x^, x^^j ], 7 =0,1, denoted by Sj (x).
2. *^(^7) = Tj, j = i e., it interpolates the data set given.
3. j = Sj (x^^, j, y = 0,...,w - 2. That is, 5'(x) is continuous.
4. j = Sj (x^^, j, 7 =0,2. The first derivative is continuous at
the nodes.
5. j = Sjfxj^^^ j, j = 0,...,n-2. The second derivative is also
continuous at the nodes.
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6. Boundary conditions at the end points
1. S"[xq) - the so-called "free or natural" boundary
conditions.
2. = >'o ^ - y'n j "clamped" boundary
conditions, if the derivatives at the end nodes a and b are
known or can be estimated. {Cubic Splines Internet)
CHAPTERS
APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE MODEL EQUATION
In this chapter, we present an approximation procedure for (3.1).
Semidiscrete Approximation
We recall that equation (3.1) is given by
- D^z = f, where D,, Dj > 0
at
— + ^iz-c^w = 0
dt ^
with the following boundary conditions:
w(0) = w(;r) = w"(0) = w"{z) = 0
z(o) = z(;r) = 0.
We approximate the function z using linear splines and the functions using cubic







/(^> >') = Z/ (0^.M where P >M
z=l








With the approximation of the functions w, z, /; (3.1) is approximated by
(5.1)
M f M \ P









Z (0*. (>^)+(0*. (y) (0^- (>') = 0 •
i=\ 1=1
Taking equation (5.1), we substitute in the derivatives and multiply the equation by
Bj. This yields
(5.3)
M f M \
Z (y)B,w +A Z (t)B, (y)B, (>.)
! = 1 k ,= 1
-AZ (0*- (t)A (>^) = Z/ (0A {y)Bi (t)-
1=1
Next, we integrate from = 0 to >> = 1:
M ' Af 1
Z M Z^J (>'))a iyYy
! = 1 0 > = 1 0
(5.4)
-AZ (0j MA = Z /. (0jAMA
j=l 0 >=1 0
Using {b^ , B^^ to denote 15, {y)Bj{yyiy, the equation becomes
M M
2:<'(0(a,a)+aZ^.(a':a"}
7= 1 7 = 1
(5.5)
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Now, we reverse the order, i.e., (^Bj, becomes (^B^, 5^^ with the exception of












Next, we define the following matrices;
Bu -
(5.9) B = B22 Am ,i.e., 5 = ((5,,5.)L
Bm2 Bmm-^
( C Cu ... c ^
(5.10) C = ^21
c'^22 ... r'^2M
Cm2
^A, A2 - Am's
(5.11) D = Ai A2
••• Am
,i.e., /) = (a(^,A))-=.....m
B^M2
(Ai'T r-aWl




r= W" = w’'{t)
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Hence, we get the equation
(5.14) BW" +CW-DZ = F.
We follow the same procedure for equation (5.2). First, we substitute the
derivatives into the equation and multiply by bj. This yields
(5.15)
P P M
Z {y)^j (y)+f'Z {y)^jW -Z (0^ (t)^ (t) = o ■
Next, we integrate from >> = 0 to = 1;
(5.16)
Z ^.'(0j (y)bj {y^y+>“Z ^J
i=l i=l 0
M 1
"Z (Of^ {y)bj iy)dy = o-
1=1 0
1
Using (b^, bj ^ to denote | b^ {y)b. {y)dy, the equation becomes
0
P PM
Z ) +^Z ) -Z ,b^} = 0.(5.17)
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Next, we switch the notation, i.e., we interchange i and j. Thus, we have
(5.18)
P PM
Z (0(^ A ) + A ) -Z ) = 0 •
Now, we reverse the order, i.e., , b. ^ becomes , bj^ with the exception of
(Bj ,b,^ . Thus, we have
(5.19)
P P M
Z A ) +^Z (*. ) -Z (0^ ' ) = « •
Hence, we have a constant coefficient differential equation in t:
(5.20)
P PM
Z (*/ )^; (0 +^Z (*. >^y -Z ^ ,6, (r) = 0.
Next, we define the following matrices:
(5.21)
(5.22) ^ = (dX=x,p , where )' ' j=\.M \ /
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Hence, we get the resulting equation:
(5.23) hZ'+nhZ-dW = 0.
Therefore, we have the equation system
BW"^aV-DZ = F
hZ'+JibZ-dW = 0.
This system for Wand Z can be solved numerically using Mathematica.
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